Issue No. 02

November 19, 59 a.H.

Here are some notes taken during the speech given by our Beloved Prophet
last week end in front of the assistant guides and the guides gathered at
Sion. You will find the major part of this speech in Contact 252. This part is
mostly for the structure members that is why you will find it only in the White
Knights... Enjoy!!!
A Prophet is a communicator. It is important because you have decided to
help me transmit, therefore my problem is your problem as you are active
actors, for the transmission of the Messages, of the truth, of the conscience.
If sometime some of you understand wrongly, it is great, it allows you to
measure how important it is to express yourself clearly so that the others
understand you. When we hear a speech, we can be fast in saying 'it is
stupid" or 'why is he saying this?", but we do not understand when the
others do not understand us. « We see the straw in the neighbor's eye, but
we don't see the beam in ours ».
If it happened that you understood wrongly, it's human. But you cannot be
human, you cannot be stupid, because being human is being stupid, you
have to be superhuman.
Earth is the planet of the stupid. How is it possible to bring Messages that
are so clear and not be understood? It is not easy to be the Messenger on
the planet of the stupid. You live it everyday. Therefore we should criticize
ourselves, let see why we don't understand ourselves, why we understand
wrongly, we must understand the value of the words. The spirit, the
thoughts only take form with the words that we use and make vibrations,
touch the ear and make new neuronal connections. I say the word 'apple"
and some see a pear, a pumpkin, a banana, we live this everyday. If I say
'apple" and you see pear, ask ourself why, this will help you to transmit
better with others.
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I learned that one of my texts on terrorism was misunderstood by some of
you and that some had seen in it encouragements to violence. Some
haven't seen the apple. The levels 5 read the text and saw the apple. Some
of you have seen something else. Ask ourself why, because it will be the
same when you talk about the Messages.
The words fly away, but the writings stay. You should be vigilant when you
read a text. Do not just read 3 words. Read every word to really
understand. Remember the teaching about illusions during the seminars
and put it in practice. Maybe you haven't read well the Message too? Are
you there by mistake? after an illusionary reading? Maybe by reading them
again you will find out that you are not at your place here? There was
raelians like this who stayed 5, 6 years and flew away because they believed
in spirits, in soul, etc. They did not read right. We can be deluded by
everything, including ourselves.
An outside event can make one leave the structure. They could have had
the illusion that it was their place to be a guide then think it was better to
leave. And there are the ones who come back. I like the people who come
back.
Some leave, reject, critize and come back, it's beautiful, it's conscience. It
is a mistake to leave, but it is conscience to come back.
The ones who
come back are almost dearer to the heart of the Elohim and to my heart. Of
course, not if it happens 3 or 4 times . When we take a step backward, we
always see better. But it's better to take a step backward staying inside the
structure.
Regarding the text I wrote on terrorism, some have said 'Rael encourages
violence". If someone understands that, then he doesn't have his place in
the structure and must leave; or apologize to himself, ask himself
forgiveness to have deluded himself that way, because the absolute non
violence of the Messages doesn't mean the refusal of self defense... .
the
continuation is in Contact 252... .

A new international translation responsible has been
nominated, Robert Q . His mission is to create and
develop the new international translation cell.
He is a Canadian from Vancouver, level 3, who has
been living in Japan for many years.
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Gerard Jeandupeux, the IRM secretary, is asking us to help him in his
mission by informing him about our needs and also about our will to help if
we have the required talents.
His email address xxxxx@gaea.ocn.ne.jp
Congratulations dear Robert, we all wish you great success in your new
mission.
In replacement of Norberto Barroso who is not in the
structure anymore, Benoit A, level 4 is the new Server
Team leader, making sure that our websites are always
up
and
running.
Quite a responsibility!!!
Congratulations dear Benoit and let’s all thank Norberto for
all what he has achieved in the team.

INTERNET
THE STATS IN BRIEF FOR OCTOBER
- Number of visitors on our websites:
- Number of books sold through vshop:
- Number of videos viewed:

107,716
50
14,404

MAINLAND CHINA DIFFUSION
Number of bulk emails sent out: 379
Number of contacts: 7
Number of free books (Message 1 in PDF) sent out: 6
Number of free books (Message 2 in PDF) sent out: 6
Number of free books (Yes to Human Cloning in PDF) sent out: 7
Membership requests: 1
SCIENTIFIC-CREATIONISM.ORG
Birth of a new site on scientific creationism. More coming later.
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